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Abstract

Formality text style transfer plays an impor-
tant role in various NLP applications, such as
non-native speaker assistants and child educa-
tion. Early studies normalize informal sen-
tences with rules, before statistical and neu-
ral models become a prevailing method in the
field. While a rule-based system is still a
common preprocessing step for formality style
transfer in the neural era, it could introduce
noise if we use the rules in a naı̈ve way such
as data preprocessing. To mitigate this prob-
lem, we study how to harness rules into a state-
of-the-art neural network that is typically pre-
trained on massive corpora. We propose three
fine-tuning methods in this paper and achieve
a new state-of-the-art on benchmark datasets.

1 Introduction

Text formality research is essential for a wide
range of NLP applications, such as non-native
speaker assistants and child education. Due to
the progress of deep learning techniques, re-
searchers make a step from formality understand-
ing to formality-aware text generation. Recently,
Rao and Tetreault (2018) published a dataset, the
Grammarly’s Yahoo Answers Formality Corpus
(GYAFC), serving as a benchmark testbed for for-
mality style transfer, which aims to generate a for-
mal sentence given an informal one, while keeping
its semantic meaning.

Since the GYAFC dataset is small, existing
studies have realized the importance of rules as a
preprocessing step of informal text, typically han-
dling capitalization (e.g., “ARE YOU KIDDING
ME?”), character repetition (e.g., “noooo”), slang
words (e.g., “wanna”), etc. While rule-based pre-
processing could largely simplify the formality

∗ Corresponding author. Our code and output
are available at: https://github.com/jimth001/
formality_emnlp19.git

Original informal sentence:
I LOVE HIP-HOP , RAP , ROCK & POP BUT MY FAV MUSIC IS R & B

Output of a rule-based system:
I love hip-hop , rap , rock and pop but my fav music is r and b

Table 1: Example of informal sentence and the output
of a rule-based system.

style transfer task, we observe that it also intro-
duces noise, with an example shown in Table 1.
Given a sentence with all capital letters, a common
rule-based method would lower all characters ex-
cept the first one. Some entities, such as R & B,
are changed to lower case incorrectly, especially if
not recognized as a proper noun.

Another intuition of ours is that, due to the small
size of the parallel corpus, it would be beneficial
to leverage a large neural network, which is pre-
trained on a massive corpus and has learned gen-
eral knowledge of language. Then, we could fine-
tune it in the formality style transfer task.

To this end, we study in this paper how
to effectively incorporate pretrained networks—
particularly, the powerful GPT-2 model (Radford
et al., 2019)—with simple rules for formality style
transfer. We analyze three ways of harnessing
rules in GPT-2: 1) We feed the concatenation
of the original informal sentence and the prepro-
cessed one to the encoder; 2) We ensemble two
models at the inference stage: one takes the orig-
inal informal text as input, while the other takes
the rule-preprocessed text as input; and 3) We
employ two encoders to encode original informal
text and the rule-preprocessed text seperately, and
then develop a hierarchical attention mechanism
in both word- and sentence-levels to aggregate in-
formation. Our work differs from previous work,
which only feeds preprocessed inputs to the en-
coder. Rather, we are able to preserve more infor-
mation of the original sentence, and the rule-based
system is harnessed in a learnable way.

https://github.com/jimth001/formality_emnlp19.git
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Figure 1: The architecture of our model. Both the
encoder and decoder use masked multi-head attention
blocks, but they do not share parameters. For the ith
layer of the decoder (denoted as ldec

i ), it takes the con-
catenation of lenc

i−1 and ldec
i−1’s outputs as input. N is the

number of blocks in the decoder.

Experimental results show that our method out-
performs direct fine-tuning of GPT-2 by 2 BLEU
scores, and previous published results by 1.8–2.8
scores in different domains of the GYAFC dataset.

2 Related Work

In the past few years, style-transfer generation
has attracted increasing attention in NLP research.
Early work transfers between modern English and
the Shakespeare style with a phrase-based ma-
chine translation system (Xu et al., 2012). Re-
cently, style transfer is more recognized as a
controllable text generation problem (Hu et al.,
2017), where the style may be designated as sen-
timent (Fu et al., 2018), tense (Hu et al., 2017), or
even general syntax (Bao et al., 2019; Chen et al.,
2019). In the above approaches, the training sen-
tences are labeled with style information, but no
parallel data are given. Xu et al. (2019a) take one
step further and capture the most salient style by
detecting global variance in a purely unsupervised
manner (i.e., style labels are unknown).

Formality style transfer is mostly driven by the
GYAFC parallel corpus. Since a parallel corpus,

Figure 2: Three different methods to incorporate pre-
trained models with rule-based systems.

albeit small, is available, formality style trans-
fer usually takes a seq2seq-like approach (Rao
and Tetreault, 2018; Niu et al., 2018a; Xu et al.,
2019b). In particular, this paper focuses on har-
nessing pre-trained neural networks with rule-
based systems.

3 Approach

We implement our encoder and decoder with GPT
blocks, and initialize them with the pretrained
GPT-2 parameters (Radford et al., 2019). The ar-
chitecture of a decoder GPT block performs atten-
tion to the context words and previous words with
the same multi-head attention layer, illustrated in
Figure 1, which is slightly different with the clas-
sic Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Formally,
the output of the attention layer is1

softmax
(Q[Kenc;Kdec]

T

√
dk

)
[Venc;Vdec] (1)

where Q, K, and V are defined the same as the
scaled dot-product attention in Transformer, and
dk is a scaling factor. [; ] is a concatenation opera-
tion; it enables to consider context words and pre-
vious decoding results in the same layer. Such ar-
chitecture enables to adapt GPT-2, a Transformer-
based pretrained language model, to a sequence-
to-sequence model without re-initializing the pa-
rameters.

In the following, we describe several meth-
ods combining the GPT-based encoder-decoder
model with preprocessing rules and (limited) par-
allel data.

Fine-Tuning with Prepocessed Text as Input.
Given an informal sentence xi as input, the most

1We use bold italic letters to denote a vector or matrix.
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straightforward method, perhaps, is to first convert
xi to x′i by rules, and then fine-tune the pre-trained
GPT model with parallel data {(x′i,yi)}Mi=0 (M
is the number of samples). In this way, informal
sentences can be normalized with rules before us-
ing a neural network. This simplifies the task and
is standard in previous studies of formality style
transfer (Rao and Tetreault, 2018).

However, the preprocessed sentence serves as a
Markov blanket, i.e., the system is unaware of the
original sentence, provided that the preprocessed
one is given. This is in fact not desired, since the
rule-based system could make mistakes and intro-
duce noise (Table 1).

Fine-Tuning with Concatenation. To allevi-
ate the above issue, we feed the encoder with both
the original sentence xi and the preprocessed one
x′i. We concatenate the words of xi and x′i with a
special token EOS in between, forming a long se-
quence (xi,1, · · · , xi,si ,EOS, x′i,1, · · · , x′i,s′i); af-
ter that, the concatenated sequence and the corre-
sponding formal reference serve as a parallel text
pair to fine-tune the GPT model. In this way,
our model can make use of a rule-based system
but also recognize its errors during the fine-tuning
stage.

Decoder Ensemble. We investigate how the
model performs if we train two GPTs with
{x′i,yi}Mi=0 and {xi,yi}Mi=0 separately, but com-
bine them by model ensemble in the decoding
phase. We denote the generative probability of the
jth word by h(xi,yi,<j) and h′(x′i,yi,<j). We ap-
ply “average voting” and the resulting predictive
probability is h′(x′i,yi,<j)+h(xi,yi,<j)

2 .
Hierarchical Attention. In our final variant,

we use two encoders to encode xi and x′i sepa-
rately, but compute a hierarchical attention to ag-
gregate information, given by

α · softmax
(Q[Kenc1;Kdec]

>
√
dk

)
[Venc1;Vdec]

+ β · softmax
(Q[Kenc2;Kdec]

>
√
dk

)
[Venc2;Vdec]

(2)
where α and β are sentence attention weights for
each decoding step, computed by

α =
exp(hT

l Wz1)

exp(hT
l Wz1) + exp(hT

l Wz2)
, β = 1−α

(3)
Here, hl is the hidden state of the lth step at the
decoder, W is a learnable parameter, z1 and z2

represent the last hidden state of the two encoders,
respectively. We propose this variant in hopes of
combining the information of xi and x′i in the
training stage and in a learnable way, compared
with the decoder ensemble.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup
We evaluate our methods on the benchmark
dataset, the Grammarly’s Yahoo Answers Formal-
ity Corpus (GYAFC, Rao and Tetreault, 2018). It
consists of handcrafted informal-formal sentence
pairs in two domains, namely, Entertainment &
Music (E&M) and Family & Relationship (F&R).
Table 2 shows the statistics of the training, devel-
opment, and test sets. In the development and test
sets of GYAFC, each sentence has four references,
against which evaluation metrics are computed.

Train Dev Test
Entertainment & Music 52,595 2,877 1,416
Family & Relationship 51,967 2,788 1,332

Table 2: Corpus statistics.

We implement our model with Tensorflow
1.12.0 and take the pretrained GPT-2 model
(117M) released by OpenAI2 to initialize our en-
coder and decoder. We use the Adam algorithm
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) to train our model with a
batch size 128. We set the learning rate to 0.001
and stop training if validation loss increases in two
successive epochs.

4.2 Competing Methods
We compare our model with the following state-
of-the-art methods in previous studies.

Rule-Based: We follow Rao and Tetreault
(2018) and create a set of rules to convert informal
texts to formal ones. Due to the lack of industrial
engineering, our rule-based system achieves a per-
formance slightly lower than (but similar to) Rao
and Tetreault (2018).

NMT-Baseline: An RNN-based Seq2Seq
model with the attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) is trained to predict formal texts, given
rule-preproccessed informal text.

PBMT-Combined: Similar to NMT, this base-
line trains a traditional phrase-based machine
translation (PBMT) system, also taking the pre-
processed text as input. Then, self-training (Ueff-

2https://github.com/openai/gpt-2

https://github.com/openai/gpt-2
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ing, 2006) is applied with an unlabeled in-domain
dataset for further improvement.

NMT-Combined: This method uses back-
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016) with the PBMT-
Combined system to synthesize a pseudo-parallel
corpora. Then a Seq2Seq model is trained on the
combination of the pseudo-parallel and parallel
corpora.

Note that the above baselines are reported by
Rao and Tetreault (2018).

Transformer-Combined: This setting in Xu
et al. (2019b) is the same as NMT-Combined, ex-
cept that it employs Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) as the encoder and decoder.

JTHTA: Xu et al. (2019b) propose a bi-
directional framework that can transfer formality
from formal to informal or from informal to for-
mal with one single encoder-decoder component.
They jointly optimize the model against various
losses and call it Joint Training with Hybrid Tex-
tual Annotation (JTHTA).

Bi-directional-FT: Niu et al. (2018b) merge the
training data of two domains and leverage data
borrowed from machine translation to train their
models with a multi-task learning schema, and
also apply model ensembles. For fairness, we also
combine the two domains when comparing with
Niu et al. (2018b).

Additionally, we also evaluate our model vari-
ants. We first apply the GPT based on the orig-
inal parallel corpus without using the rule-based
system, denoted as GPT-Orig. Then, we feed the
rule-preprocessed text as input, denoted as GPT-
Rule. Other variants in Section 3 are denoted as
GPT-CAT, GPT-Ensemble, and GPT-HA, respec-
tively.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate different models, we apply multi-
ple automatic metrics, mostly following Rao and
Tetreault (2018).

Formality: Rao and Tetreault (2018) train a
feature-based model to evaluate the formality of
sentences, requiring an extra labeled corpus for
training, which is unfortunately not publicly avail-
able. As a replacement, we train an LSTM-based
classifier using the training data of GYAFC. It
achieves 93% accuracy in the development and
test sets, and thus is an acceptable approximation.

Meaning Preservation: We evaluate whether
the meaning of the source sentence is preserved

with a model trained on the Semantic Textual Sim-
ilarity (STS) dataset. We adopt the BERT-Base3

model (Devlin et al., 2019) and use STS for fine-
tuning.

Overall: We evaluate the overall quality of
formality-transferred sentences with BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) and PINC (Chen and Dolan,
2011). BLEU evaluates the n-gram overlap, and
PINC is an auxiliary metric indicating the dissim-
ilarity between an output sentence and an input. A
PINC score of 0 indicates that the input and out-
put sentences are the same. According to Rao and
Tetreault (2018), BLEU correlates with human an-
notation best.

4.4 Results

We show results of the E&M and F&R domains
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. We see that, by
using the GPT-2 pretrained model alone (GPT-
Orig), we achieve close results to previous state-
of-the-art models. It outperforms NMT-Combine
and JTHTA, even without fine-tuning on pseudo-
parallel data. Our method also significantly out-
performs the Transformer-Combined model (with-
out pretraining). The results suggest that the small
GYAFC corpus does not suffice to fully train the
Transformer model. The GPT-2 model, pretrained
with massive unlabeled corpora, is able to cap-
ture the generic knowledge of language and can
be adapted to formality style transfer.

We then evaluate our different methods of incor-
porating the rule-based system into the pretrained
GPT-2 model. We see that GPT-CAT yields the
best results, which is probably because the con-
catenation enables two input sentences interact
with each other through a single self-attention
mechanism, while other methods encode each
input sentences (original and rule-preprocessed)
separately.

When combining both domains as in Niu et al.
(2018b), we also have better performance than the
previous work. This further shows the robustness
of our model.

Regarding formality, our model achieves a rea-
sonably high accuracy, although combining do-
mains is slightly worse (since cross-domain train-
ing may bring noise that hurts the output formal-
ity). The rule-based model itself shows the best
performance on content preserving, but it does not

3https://github.com/google-research/
bert

https://github.com/google-research/bert
https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Formality Meaning BLEU PINC
Original Informal 20.05 4.85 50.30 0
Formal Reference 79.61 3.78 100.00 66.93

In-domain data
Rule-based† 48.69 4.37 60.35 28.26
NMT-baseline† 77.38 3.25 58.26 54.94
NMT-Combined† 73.81 3.88 67.55 43.45
PBMT-Combined† 66.94 4.00 66.87 43.27
Transformer-Combined - - 65.50 -
JTHTA - - 69.63 -
GPT-Orig 73.75 3.70 69.30 47.35
GPT-Rule 74.88 3.66 69.65 48.85
GPT-Ensemble 74.81 3.69 69.86 48.20
GPT-CAT 74.09 3.76 71.39 46.38
GPT-HA 74.37 3.67 69.03 47.82

Combined domains
Bi-directional FT† 70.61 3.98 72.01 41.74
GPT-CAT 71.45 3.81 72.70 44.07

Table 3: Test performance on the E&M domain. PINC
reflects the dissimilarity to the original informal sen-
tence. Neither a too high nor a too slow score is de-
sired. † indicates that we evaluate the output (if avail-
able) given by each paper with our metrics. Othewise,
we quote the BLEU score from respective papers.

Formality Meaning BLEU PINC
Original Informal 21.31 4.76 51.66 0
Formal Reference 81.53 3.20 100.00 65.59

In domain data
Rule-based† 57.50 4.24 66.36 27.75
NMT-baseline† 79.31 3.40 68.26 49.35
NMT-Combined† 76.75 3.77 73.78 41.76
PBMT-Combined† 77.45 3.82 72.40 44.02
Transformer-Combined - - 70.63 -
JTHTA - - 74.43 -
GPT-Orig 77.90 3.80 75.65 42.20
GPT-Rule 78.62 3.76 76.08 42.87
GPT-Ensemble 78.67 3.77 76.32 42.61
GPT-CAT 78.80 3.78 77.26 42.77
GPT-HA 77.31 3.79 76.31 41.86

Combined domains
Bi-directional FT† 74.54 3.97 75.33 39.39
GPT-CAT 76.84 3.81 76.87 42.44

Table 4: Test performance on the F&R domain.

change the input much (a low PINC score).
In summary, our models significantly outper-

form previous work in formality style transfer and
achieve a state-of-the-art performance on the two
domains of GYAFC, which credits to both the pre-
trained model and our fine-tuning methods in con-
sideration of a rule-based system.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we study how to incorporate a pre-
trained neural network with a rule-based system
for formality style transfer. We find that building
a pretrained GPT-2 upon the concatenation of the
original informal text and the rule-preprocessed
text achieves the highest performance on bench-
mark datasets.
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